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""" 

# WE ARE HIRING! 

## Machine Learning Engineer 

""" 

def hire(candidate): 

   # Eager to dive into the Startup world? 

   if candidate.startup_ready is True: 

       # Machine Learning Pro? 

       if candidate.ml_pro is True: 

           if candidate.python_experience_years > 3: 

               print("You should talk to us!") 

               """ 

               # Data Scientist / Machine Learning Engineer  

               (Python, tensorflow, keras, sklearn, django, graphql) 

               Location: Zurich Downtown (3-4 min from Zurich Train Station - literally!) 

                

  We are looking for a Machine Learning Engineer to join our journey to revolutionize  

  the Digital Marketing field with a modern AI/ML Platform. You should be a strongly  

  analytic person, as well as being passionate about top-notch frameworks and  

  technologies in the market. 

 

               Join us and work closely in our young startup - including early-startup benefits such  

as an interesting equity model. To help to build a platform which changes 

 the way Marketing is done today. 

 

               ## Responsibilities 

               - Develop state-of-the-art machine learning models for our platform 

                   - Focus on Time-Series (Prediction, Anomaly Detection & Prescription)               

  - Development of our core platform  

  (python, django, graphql, tensorflow, sklearn ++) 

               - Take responsibility of components and product decisions 

               - Help writing nice job-profiles for new team members - we’re growing ;) 

 

               ## Requirements 

               - BS/MS degree in data science/statistics 

               - Experience tensorflow/keras/sklearn on real-world implementations 

               - Experience in Python Development 

               - Excellent problem solving and analytical skills 

 

               ## Our Offering: 

               - Opportunity to solve difficult problems that have an immediate and  

    valuable impact for Marketing Teams world-wide 

               - Become part of the team in a young startup, to make the 

                 real difference with your ideas & shape the future organization 

               - Active coaching & education from our highly qualified founding-team 

               - Interesting dynamic-equity model & free coffee ;) 

               """ 

              send_mail(to="jobs@nexoya.com", subject="I am your new ML expert") 

          } 

      } 

  } 
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